
From the Foreword 

by former Surgeon General 
C. Everett Koop, M.D.,ScD

nw,th sophistication, wit, astute clinical obsetVOfion, and

a vibrant sense of compassion . . . . this little book, in 
my opinion, is destined to fill a giant void in the training 
of all medical and nursing students, as -well as becoming 
a classic read for experienced clinicians in search of the 
art of medicine. My advice is simple - read it. n 

Critical Acclaim for n lrrproving Medication Adherence: How to Talk with Patients 

About Their Medicotions n by Shawn Christopher Shea, M.D. 

"No book provides better answers to the vexing problem of medication nonaclherence. Laced with humor and 

compassion it is a fun book, a ra-e dinical gem, highly recommended . . . . "

George F. Cahill, Jr. M.D. 
Professor of Medicine Emeritus, Harvard Medical School 
Past Preseident, American Diabetes Association 

"Blissfully short, blessedly succind - written with gimlet-eyed darity and eloquence - this book is a boon for

any clinician." 

Mack Lipkin, M.D. 
Founding President, American Academy on Physician CB1d Patient 

"This is a 'must' book for every dinician who wants to {Xlrtner with pctients regarding medications 
timely, useful, easy to read." 

Michelle Riba, M.D. 
Past President, American Ps;,:hiatric Association 

"W'ith a bright and refreshing writing style, poclced with unusually insightful interviewing tips and laced with 
humor .... simply the best resource available on communicmng with people about their medicmons" 

Robert E. Drake, MD, PhD 
Andrew Thomson Professor of Ps;,:hiatry, Dartmouth Mec.ical School 

"Extraordinarily useful book for physicians at the beginning of their careers . ... first-year and fourth-year 
students should hcwe this as required reading .... It should then go on their bookshelf to be drawn upon 
throughout the rest of their careers.• Review from "Ps;,:hidric Services" 2008 

Sample chapter at www.medicationaclherence.net (Published by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins} 


